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7
The coldness of the Local Cosmic

Environment

E. Romano-Dı́az, R. van de Weygaert & W. E. Schaap.

W have characterized the thermal state of the Local Group and Local Supercluster environments
by computing the cosmic Mach number statistics in a volume-weighted fashion. In order to

compute volume-weighted quantities from discrete positions of objects, we have made use of the De-
launay Tessellation Field Estimator for peculiar velocity fields. We have addressed the differences
for the Mach number estimates when these are computed from N−body velocity data, mock-observed
velocities and modeled velocities using the FAM method. The parent N−body simulations have been
constrained in order to give a reasonable mimic representation of the matter distribution in our cos-
mic vicinity. Results indicates that our local neighborhood is rather chilly, even more so than if this
number were computed in mass-weighted way. Here we argue that the coldness of the local flow is a
characteristic given by the mass configuration around the Local Group environment. The surrounding
velocity field is dominated by the massive structures beyond the Local Supercluster.
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Figure 7.1 — Radial peculiar velocities plotted as a function of distance computed from a discretely (and un-
evenly) sampled velocity field (left panel). The corresponding radial velocities for the resulting interpolated
volume-weighted velocity field is shown at the right panel. The objects are suitable sampled particles from an
N−body simulation aimed to mimic the mass distribution and dynamical behavior around the Local Superclus-
ter. The continuous lines indicate a pure Hubble flow expansion. Notice how the velocity dispersion around the
Hubble flow increases with distance.

7.1 Introduction

Peculiar velocities of galaxies are the velocity deviations from a pure Hubble expansion. They are
the result of gravitational interactions that each galaxy has with all surrounding matter concentrations.
This makes them a direct probe of the underlying dark matter in the universe and a test for the grav-
itational instability paradigm. They provide constraints on cosmological models, in particular on the
cosmological density parameter, Ωm. They can characterize the mass distribution on very large scales
because with respect to density fluctuations, velocity fluctuations are more sensitive to large scale
perturbations and thus, to structures at a larger distance.

The dynamics of the Local Group [LG] and its environment provides a unique challenge to cos-
mological models. The velocity field within 5 h−1Mpc of the LG is extremely “cold”. The deviation
from a pure Hubble flow, characterized by the observed radial peculiar velocity dispersion, is mea-
sured to be ∼ 60 km s−1 (Sandage 1986, 1999; Peebles 1988; Schlegel et al. 1994; Ekholm et al. 2001;
Karachentsev et al. 2003). Averaged over larger volumes of the Universe this dispersion increases to a
few hundred km s−1. While within a volume of 3 h−1Mpc around the LG Karachentsev et al. (2002)
reported a velocity dispersion value of 25− 30 km s−1, in a volume of radius 14 h−1Mpc the velocity
dispersion raises to 200 km s−1 (Groth et al. 1989), and at the scale of 30 h−1Mpc up to 310 km s−1

(Groth et al. 1989; Tonry et al. 2000). While the “small-scale” component of the velocity dispersion
has a remarkably low value, it is superimposed on a truely impressive “large-scale” bulk flow compo-
nent. The LG participates in a bulk flow of approximately 600 km s−1, mainly influenced by the Great
Attractor [GA] region. The particular location of the Local Group and Local Supercluster in the cos-
mic vicinity undoubtedly plays a major role in shaping their velocity fields. Figure 7.1 shows the radial
peculiar velocities of objects computed from the discrete velocity field (left-hand panel) and from its
volume-weighted velocity field (right-hand panel) from a constrained N−body simulation that mimics
the dynamics of the Local Supercluster and its environment. Notice how the velocity dispersion around
a pure Hubble flow (continuous line) increases as a function of distance. The right-hand panel presents
smaller dispersions especially at the high density regions because volume-weighted velocities are less
affected by virialization effects.
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Ostriker & Suto (1990, hereafter OS) suggested combining the large-scale and small-scale char-
acteristics of the peculiar velocity field into a single statistics, the Cosmic Mach NumberM. It was
introduced in order to characterize the coldness of the observed velocity field data of Aaronson et al.
(1982a). The Mach number in physics is the ratio of the flow velocity in some medium to the sound
velocity in that medium. In a cosmological context, the equivalent of the sound velocity is the small-
scale velocity dispersion of galaxies. The characteristic bulk velocities in a given cosmological model
measure the large-scale component of the power spectrum, while the small-scale velocity dispersion
depends on the power on small scales. Their ratio is therefore independent of the amplitude of the
power spectrum, at least in Linear theory (OS). By comparing small and large scale contributions it is
a diagnostic of its shape. Suto & Fujita (1990) extended the results of OS to nonlinear regimes and
studied the probability distribution ofM using N-body simulations.

van de Weygaert & Hoffman (1999, 2000) used low resolution constrained N−body simulations
of the Local Universe to study the coldness of the flow of the LG-alike regions, finding that the local
cosmic vicinity is rather cold. Their preliminary results suggested that the local cold flow may be
influenced by the mass distribution on much larger scales and be induced by coupling of the small and
large scales via the velocity shear.

In a more general study, Nagamine, Ostriker, & Cen (2001) investigated how typical such a cold
region, similar to that of the local group, would be in the entire distribution of the cosmic velocity field.
Their results suggested either that the LG is in a relatively low density region or that the true value of
Ωm is ∼ 0.2, and that the Mach number is a weakly decreasing function of overdensity. They recovered
the velocity dispersion using different sphere radius in a box of 20 h−1Mpc. In their approach they
corrected the peculiar velocity field from the missing bulk flow due to large scale contributions by
using an empirical method. They computed the ratio in Fourier space between the power spectrum of
their simulations with respect to the full power spectrum. Although this ad-hoc approach corrects for
the missing long waves in the simulation box, it does not take into consideration the distortions in the
velocity field produced by structures residing just outside the box that could play an important role in
the moulding of the inner velocity field (Chapters 2 & 4).

OS estimated the M number for different volume sizes. They found that for spiral galax-
ies M(R = 4 h−1Mpc) = 4.2 ± 1.2, M(R = 14 h−1Mpc) = 2.2 ± 0.5, while for elliptical galaxies
M(R = 30 h−1Mpc) = 1.3± 0.4. Strauss et al. (1993) used spiral galaxies to determine that M(R =
14 h−1Mpc) = 1.03, and that for elliptical galaxies M(R = 25 h−1Mpc) = 0.57. Nagamine, Ostriker,
& Cen (2001) suggested that the relative high observedM is an indication that the LG is located in a
relatively low cosmic density region.

Suto & Fujita (1990), using N−body simulations found that the distribution of M is close to
Maxwellian in linear and mildly nonlinear regimes. Nagamine, Ostriker, & Cen (2001) using higher
resolution N−body simulations found that the bulk flows are well fitted by a maxwellian distribution,
the velocity dispersion is not well fitted by a Maxwellian and that the Mach number is relatively well
fitted by a such distribution.

An extra consideration from these studies is the fact that all these measurements are biased toward
estimates at high density regions, and therefore, they are mass-weighted. A more “fair” estimate could
be the use of volume-weighted quantities. This kind of analysis would allow one to estimate the
velocity dispersion independently of the objects positions, avoiding biasing any estimate toward high
density regions.

A common problem from previous theoretical studies is that none of them managed to reproduce a
realistic mass distribution around the Local group as revealed by the large-scale surveys of the universe,
neither Local Group environments with velocity dispersions close to the observed ones (Schlegel et al.
1994; Governato et al. 1997). This point is of utmost importance since the Local Group resides in a
rather atypical location of the universe. The presence of the Local Supercluster, the Great Attractor
and Perseus Pisces superclusters shape in a very specific way the local peculiar velocity field.

In the present study we investigate how cold the Local Group environment and Local Supercluster
[LS] region are when computing the bulk flow, the local velocity dispersion and the cosmic Mach num-
ber in a volume-weighted fashion. We will argue that the coldness of the local flow is a characteristic
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Figure 7.2 — Density field (top row) and velocity dispersion (bottom row) maps for the Local Supercluster
region from one catalog of our sample (C4) along the three supergalactic planes. The points represent the galaxy
distribution in a 5 h−1Mpc thick slice centered along the respective supergalactic planes (top labels). Notice the
good correspondence between the two fields.

of the atypical mass configuration of the cosmic vicinity rather than interpret it as a global property of
the Universe. We will make use of realistic velocity fields extracted from constrained N−body simu-
lations aimed to mimic as close as possible the mass distribution around the LS. We will assess how
the Mach estimates change when considering LS observation-mimicking mock catalogs, such as the
Nearby Galaxy Catalog of Tully (1988, hereafter NBG), as well as considering modeled velocity fields
as given by the FAM method (Nusser & Branchini 2000). We will also compare our estimates with the
“conventional” mass-weighted estimates and address the main differences between the two methods.
In order to compute volume-weighted quantities we will make use of the Delaunay Tessellation Field
Estimator for peculiar velocities [hereafter DTFE] presented in Chapter 6. This technique is a linear
interpolation method that assures full spatial and continuous volume-covering velocity field from a
discrete velocity field sample without loosing spatial resolution.

The chapter is organized as follows. The cosmic Mach number statistics is reviewed in Section 2. A
description of the different Local Supercluster velocity fields, full, observed and modeled, is presented
in Section 3. The construction of continuous velocity fields and side effects in their reconstructions
are presented in Section 4. In Section 5 the volume-weighted measurements of the Mach statistics for
the three sample sets will be exposed, while in Section 6 a similar analysis but mass-weighted will be
presented. Finally, discussions and conclusions will be stated in Section 7.
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Figure 7.3 — Density fields (contour lines) along the three supergalactic planes, and peculiar velocities for the
LS within a slice of 5 h−1Mpc centered along the supergalactic planes from one mock catalog of our set (C4).
The top-most labels indicate the plane projections. The top row represents the full velocity and density fields as
given by the N−body simulation, the middle row for the diluted volume-limited mock-observed catalogs, while
the bottom row for the FAM modeled velocity field. The contours in the three rows are scaled in such a way that
they represent the same density values.

7.2 The Cosmic Mach number

Under the formalism of Linear theory of gravitational instability, OS defined the expressions for the
mean square bulk flow and the mean square velocity dispersion in a window of size R as follows:

〈V2(R)〉 = Ω
1.2
m H2

2π2

∫ ∞

0
P(k)W̃2(kR)dk , (7.1)

〈σ2(R)〉 = Ω
1.2
m H2

2π2

∫ ∞

0
P(k) [1− W̃2(kR)]dk . (7.2)
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In other words, in the framework of gravitational instability where peculiar velocities are due to the
gravitational attraction of density inhomogeneities (Peebles 1980), the large-scale flows are related to
the amount of power in the density field at the largest scales, while the small-scale velocity dispersion
is governed more by the small-scale components of the power spectrum and therefore, it will be corre-
lated with the density field (see Figure 7.2). In Eqns. 7.1 & 7.2,Ωm and H are the cosmological density
parameter and the Hubble constant, P(k) is the power spectrum of density fluctuations and W̃(kR) is
the Fourier transform of the window function of size R.

The cosmic Mach numberM is given by the ratio of the rms bulk flow velocity V on some scale
R of some sets of objects to the rms velocity dispersion σ(R) of the objects in the frame of the bulk
flow. In this way, the M is independent of the amplitude, and therefore the normalization of the
power spectrum and is insensitive to the bias between galaxies and dark matter (OS). This quantity
characterizes the warmth or coldness of the velocity field by measuring the relative strength of the
velocities, and implicitly the gravitational field, at scales larger and smaller than the patch size R.

The rms cosmic Mach number can be defined in two ways, depending in how one does the averag-
ing (OS):

〈M2(R)〉1/2 =
〈

V2(R)

σ2(R)

〉1/2

or
( 〈V2(R)〉
〈σ2(R)〉

)1/2
. (7.3)

SinceM is defined as V/σ on a certain scale R, a largerM implies a smaller σ if the variation of V
is weaker than that of σ. Suto et al. (1992) and Nagamine et al. (2001) showed that these ratios present
differences between each other and they follow the order-relation:

( 〈V2〉
〈σ2〉

)1/2

<
〈∣∣∣∣∣

V
σ

∣∣∣∣∣
〉
<

〈
V2

σ2

〉1/2

. (7.4)

This order-relation works out into considerable differences when computing the Mach number. Al-
though the intention of the three quantities in Eqn. 7.4 is the same, we adopt in the present study the
intermediate relation because we find it is the closest to the physical essence of the Mach number.

7.3 Mimicking the Local Supercluster environment

The fact that the LG resides in a mildly overdense region of the Universe connecting to the nearby
Virgo cluster, and its location in between the Local Supercluster [LS], which itself connects to the GA
(Strauss et al. 1992) and the Perseus-Pisces supercluster [PP], create a complex gravitational tidal field
(see Figure 7.3). This situation has turn out to be very difficult to reproduce via N−body simulations.
Such experiments cannot naturally reproduce the “coldness” of the local velocity field (Schlegel et al.
1994; Governato et al. 1997). The study of Governato et al. (1997) confirmed that the standard CDM
model cannot reproduce the observed low value of the velocity dispersion. In the case of the open
CDM model (Ωm = 0.3) the velocity dispersion was in the order of ∼ 150− 300 km s−1, while for
the SCDM model ∼ 300− 700 km s−1. In both cases the measured velocity dispersions were at least
twice the observed value. However, the conclusions of these studies should be taken with caution since
none of the tested models concerned the actually assumed ΛCDM model and the LG candidates were
chosen from a small-size simulation volume.

Therefore, if one wants to address issues concerning the LS it is necessary to reproduce its main
characteristics as close as possible. This concerns both its mass distribution and its peculiar velocity
field. One particularly promising strategy is the use of Constrained Simulations (Kolatt et al. 1996;
Bistolas & Hoffman 1998; Klypin et al. 2003; Kravtsov et al. 2002; Mathis et al. 2002, see also Chap-
ters 2 & 4). With this approach one invokes the observational information yielded by surveys of the
large scale structure of the universe. Kolatt et al. (1996); Bistolas & Hoffman (1998) used the IRAS
1.2Jy catalog (Fisher et al. 1995a). van de Weygaert & Hoffman (1999); Klypin et al. (2003); Mathis
et al. (2002) used the Mark III catalog of peculiar velocities (Willick et al. 1997a) as a source of the
mass distribution within the cosmic neighborhood.
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The Mark III catalog has proved to be one of the best available catalog surveys for this study. On
large scales peculiar velocities directly reflect the mass distribution, so that they can be used to directly
reconstruct the linear density field of the local universe. The application of the Wiener filter algorithm
enables one to infer the significant density field features, taking into account the measurement uncer-
tainties (see Zaroubi et al. 1995, 1999). This reconstruction is only valid within the linear regime, so
that the input data has to be linearized prior processing. The small scale structures are imposed by
applying the technique of constrained random fields (Bertschinger 1987; Hoffman & Ribak 1991; van
de Weygaert & Bertschinger 1996). This allows one to add realizations of the small scale density and
velocity fluctuations according to a priori cosmological model adopted.

The combined use of the Wiener filter and the constrained random field technique guarantees that
where the signal to noise from the data is very high, the information is dominated by the input data, and
where the signal is very low the constrained random method provides with the right power according
to the chosen cosmological model. This combination of methods provides a reconstruction of how the
present day structure would appear if linear theory is valid. By extrapolating back in time such fields,
this implementation can be used as a tool to recover the initial conditions of structures that prevail
nowadays in the nearby universe.

7.3.1 N−body, Mock-observed and FAM modeled peculiar velocity fields

In the present study we make use of the four LS constrained simulations presented in Chapter 3. These
simulations correspond to a flat ΛCDM cosmological model with ΩΛ = 0.7 and Ωm = 0.3, h = 0.7
(measured in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1). The power spectrum is normalized to σ8 = 0.9. The present
model is consistent with the current observational constraints (WMAP, Spergel et al. 2003), and also
consistent with the radial velocity surveys including the Mark III. The simulations were performed in
a box of 320 h−1Mpc side, loaded with 1283 particles and with the LG located at the center of the
box. The evolution of the initial density fields into the non-linear regime was followed by means of
the HYDRA code (Couchman et al. 1995).

Because we are only interested in studying the LS volume, we will only consider the mass distri-
bution within a volume of radius 30 h−1Mpc centered on an observer at the midpoint of the simulation
box. Such observer possesses observational characteristics of the Local Group Environment [LGE].
i.e. a velocity amplitude of 600 km s−1 in the direction of the GA region, a velocity shear within
5 h−1Mpc of ∼ 200 km s−1 and a fractional overdensity in the same region between 0.5 and 1.5 (see
Chapter 4). For the case of the observation-mimicking mock catalogs and FAM modeled velocity fields
we will make use of the constrained NBG and FAMcor catalogs presented in Chapter 4. The former
is a volume-limited diluted sample of the total mass distribution within 30 h−1Mpc in order to mimic
the NBG catalog (Tully 1988), which represents a fair sample of the LS volume. The FAMcor catalogs
contain the same mass distribution as their NBG counterparts, but their velocity fields have been com-
puted with the FAM method and properly corrected for large scale influences (see Chapter 4). Table 7.1
presents the three different sets of catalogs and their main characteristics. The first column gives the
name of the set of catalogs: LSNbody refers to the full Local Supercluster velocity and density fields
as given by the simulations, LSMock to the diluted “observation mimicking” mock catalogs extracted
from the parent simulations, and LSFAM to the modeled FAM velocity fields but with the same diluted
density field as the mock sample. The second column indicates the radius of the spherical sampling
volume, and the third column the number of catalogs in each set. The fourth column gives the average
number of objects 〈Nob j〉 within the set and the last column indicates the main characteristics for each
set of catalogs.

Figure 7.3 illustrates the main differences between the three set of catalogs for one particular re-
alization, the C4 catalog. This label indicates that all samples have been drawn from the fourth con-
strained N−body simulation. In all panels the contours represent the density contrast along the respec-
tive supergalactic planes indicated by the top-most labels (abscissa-ordinate). The bold line represents
the average density within the volume, the continuous lines overdensity regions, while the dashed lines
underdense regions. The density contours are equivalent between realizations, i.e., they represent the
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Label Radius Number 〈Nob j〉 Main
( h−1Mpc) of catalogs Characteristic

LSNbody 30 4 31 000 Full v and ρ fields

LSMock 30 4 2 800 Mimic-observed: diluted v, ρ

LSFAM 30 4 2 800 Diluted ρ, modeled v

Table 7.1 — Characteristics of the constrained mock catalogs. The first column indicates the label of the set.
The second column gives the catalog’s size. The third column the number of catalogs that compose the set. In the
fourth column the average number of objects for each set is presented, and the main characteristics that distinguish
each set of catalogs are stated in column 5.

same density values for the three samples. On top of the density maps we have plotted the velocity
vectors at the particle positions in slices of 5 h−1Mpc thick centered along the supergalactic planes.
Differences and similarities between the three samples can be recognized from this plot. The density
fields for the mock and FAM samples are identical, and both bear a close resemblance to the original
N−body one.

In all catalogs the presence of the LS is clearly recognized as the filament crossing the x− y pro-
jection. The coherent velocity flow pointing toward the left-hand side of this projection denotes the
presence of a massive structure located outside the LS volume, the Great Attractor [GA] region. At
the opposite side, the emergence of a velocity flow is also noticeable, which is induced by the Perseus-
Pisces [PP] supercluster. The prominence of the local void can also be noticed along the 3 projections.

The N−body and mock velocity fields are basically the same, both have the same characteristics but
the latter contains less objects. The FAM fields contain the same number of objects as the mock ones.
Both velocity fields display the same large scale characteristics, but they differ at the high density
regions where the FAM velocities do not represent the real velocities. This is because the inability
of FAM in properly modeling virialized motions (Nusser & Branchini 2000; Branchini et al. 2002;
Romano-Dı́az et al. 2004). We have only shown one catalog, the other 3 set of catalogs present a
very similar situation. For the complete set of catalogs for the Mock-observed realizations along one
particular projection, the z−supergalactic plane, see Appendix 7.B.

7.4 Continuous Velocity Fields

When one desires to obtain reliable estimates of statistical parameters from a given observed or
computer-simulated field (e.g. density & velocity fields), one faces the problem of dealing with dis-
crete, non-uniform fields. This discreteness forms a major technical obstacle for a successful compari-
son with theoretical predictions. A major issue concerns the fact that analytical/theoretical predictions
involve quantities evaluated uniformly throughout a cosmic volume, while observed or simulated re-
sults are biased toward the measured particle (matter) distribution. This issue of volume-weighted
versus mass-weighted physical quantities is treated somewhat more detail in Appendix 7.A.

The usual strategy to deal with such discrete data sets is to smooth them with a filter to yield a
continuous field. In the case of the peculiar velocity field several authors (e.g. Bertschinger et al.
1990; Juszkiewicz et al. 1995; Lokas et al. 1995) filtered galaxy velocities with a Gaussian kernel of a
fixed length for reducing problems of noisy data, sparsely sampled underdense regions and to obtain
the velocity field on a regular grid. If one is interested in performing studies concerning the large
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Figure 7.4 — Discrete and continuous velocity fields for one catalog of our set (C4). The top panels present
the peculiar velocities at the particle positions on a slice of 5 h−1Mpc thick centered along their respective super-
galactic planes. The bottom panels show the corresponding continuous DTFE velocity fields for the same catalog
along the supergalactic planes.

scale structure of the universe such methods give good estimates. However, when one is interested in
studying the more local (small-scale) qualities of the velocity field, such methods are not very suitable
since the use of such kernels erases the small-scale signal, the regime in which one is interested.

Bernardeau & van de Weygaert (1996) proposed the use of Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations
as natural filters and interpolation volumes in multi-D space. They first explicitly proved that the
zero-order Voronoi estimator is the asymptotic limit for volume-weighted field reconstructions from
discreet sampled field values. Subsequently, they extended this to a first-order Delaunay estimator.
This showed a superior performance in reproducing analytical predictions.

Schaap & van de Weygaert (2000); Schaap (2005) worked along the same line of Bernardeau
& van de Weygaert and extended the Delaunay method into a general map-making and field recon-
struction tool, including density fields, the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator [DTFE] interpola-
tion method. In Chapter 6 we have expanded the DTFE method to obtain volume-weighted velocity
related-quantities.

The main characteristics of this interpolation scheme are:

1. It provides a volume-covering velocity field by a multi-dimensional interpolation routine in
adaptive intervals.

2. The resulting velocity field is explicitly volume-weighted and therefore, more closely related to
most analytical inferred quantities.

3. It automatically suppresses shot-noise effects.
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Ngrid Resolution scale
(1D) ( h−1Mpc)

32 2.5
64 1.25
128 0.625
256 0.3125

Table 7.2 — Grid resolutions for the DTFE velocity interpolation scheme. The left-column indicates the number
of grid-cells per dimension, Ngrid . The right-column gives their corresponding physical size in units of h−1Mpc.

4. It uses a linear interpolation of the velocity field for the Delaunay triangulation to sample the
whole space.

5. Processing. This may involve various operations. The most important ones are image recon-
struction and, subsequently, filtering. Image reconstruction consists of two steps:

(a) For a set of image points (usually grid points) determine in which Delaunay tetrahedra they
are located.

(b) By (linear) interpolation compute field values at each of these points, on the basis of one
vertex field value and computed gradient.

Figure 7.4 presents the outcome of the DTFE velocity interpolation scheme for one catalog of our
sample (C4). The top panels refer to the peculiar velocities at the discrete particle distribution. These
are depicted in the three mutually perpendicular central slices of 5 h−1Mpc thick. The lower panels
correspond to the DTFE interpolated velocities along the supergalactic planes. Although a direct
comparison between the discrete and DTFE velocity fields cannot be done because they represent
different slice thicknesses, one can notice that both fields are very similar to each other. As a result of
the linear interpolation scheme of the method, the regions devoid of objects have been filled in with
coherent flows. For the sake of clarity we have lowered the resolution in the DTFE velocity maps. The
advantages of the DTFE velocity method can be clearly appreciated from this figure.

However, this implementation also presents some features that have to be taken into account in
our analysis. These can be divided into two categories, those concerned with the method itself, and
those related to the parent sample. The latter concerns in particularly the consequences of using ill-
defined samples. It involves the effects of dealing with a sparse sample of how this influence the
interpolated velocity field with respect to the full one. The former are related to the grid-resolution and
the interpolation scheme of the method which could affect the measurements mainly at high density
regions where the flows are not longer laminar.

7.4.1 Resolution effects on the DTFE velocity fields

One of the main characteristics of the DTFE velocity interpolation method is that is self-adaptive.
The linear interpolation scheme allows to map velocities at any desired resolution without loosing
information. This is an advantage over conventional interpolation schemes where one is restricted to
the size of the kernel employed (see Chapter 6, see also Schaap 2005).

In order to check for any resolution effect that could affect our Mach statistics, we have computed
the volume-weighted velocity dispersion (see Eqn. 7.6, Sec 7.2) using different grid resolutions in
the DTFE interpolation scheme. We have used four different number of grid-cells per dimension,
Ngrid = 32,64,128,256. Table 7.2 states the four different grid-sizes and their corresponding physical
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Figure 7.5 — Volume-
weighted velocity
dispersion maps com-
puted at different grid
resolutions with the
DTFE velocity inter-
polation scheme. All
panels refer to the same
x − y projection of
the C4 mock catalog.
The top-left panel
refers to the velocity
dispersion computed
on a cubic grid with
Ng = 32 grid-cells per
dimension, the top-right
panel to Ng = 64, the
bottom-left to Ng = 128
and the bottom-right
to Ng = 256 grid-cells.
The contours in all pan-
els represent exactly the
same velocity dispersion
values.

spatial resolutions used in this experiment. Figure 7.5 shows the effects of the grid resolution for the
four grid-resolutions, for the same catalog and projection. It concerns the velocities along the x− y
plane. The contours represent exactly the same velocity dispersion values for the four panels. The
bold contour references the “average” velocity dispersion used to divide regions with high velocity
dispersion from those with low dispersions, with a value of 142 km s−1.

The lowest resolution panel (Ngrid = 32) is clearly affected by the grid resolution. Although the
map presents the same general features than the other three at the low velocity dispersion regions,
this is not the case for the high dispersions zones where there are less areas than in the other cases.
The Ngrid = 64 map resembles well enough the high resolution velocity dispersion maps, the main
differences are at the very high or very low velocity dispersions regions. Another difference is in the
smoothness of the maps as result of the grid resolution.

The differences at high density regions are related to the interpolation scheme of the DTFE pro-
cedure. In these regions the velocity field is not longer laminar, so that an interpolation of velocities
is no longer possible and DTFE cannot be applied (neither other methods, see Chapter 6). As a con-
sequence of this, the method reduces the velocities by mitigating the virialization processes that take
place at these high density regions. This results into reducing the velocity dispersion at these regions,
see Fig. 7.1.

Taking into consideration these effects and the fact that we do not find systematic differences
between the Ngrid = 64,128,256 maps, we chose Ngrid = 64 as a standard grid resolution for reasons
of efficiency.

7.4.2 Sampling effects on the DTFE velocity fields

The linear interpolation algorithm of the DTFE velocity scheme overcomes the problem of shot-noise
effects. However, sampling effects remain affecting the interpolation procedure. They enter through
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the computation of the velocity gradient (see Chapter 6). A denser sampling will assure a more reliable
interpolated field.

The sampling effects will be most noticeable at the mildly non-linear regions since is at this regime
where the laminar flow could change to virial motions in a small spatial region. If so, the corresponding
interpolated DTFE velocities will slightly differ from the real velocity field. Figure 7.6 illustrates
the sampling effects. We have computed the residual velocity fields for the C4 catalog along the
z−supergalactic plane between the N−body, Mock and FAM DTFE velocity fields. The N−body–
Mock residual velocity field traces the high density regions, which are marked by large arrows. The
LS filament can be recognized as the region where the largest velocity differences are. Also, the
dense region located at the top-left of the plot, which is part of the GA region, presents large velocity
residuals. This is the effect of having a diluted sample. On the other hand, the interpolation is much
better at the low density regions. The local void does not present any significant residual flow. This
can be appreciated from the almost negligible velocity vectors. These results make clear that when
computing any velocity related quantity from these two velocity fields, they will only differ in the
mildly non-linear regime where the sampling affect the interpolation scheme notably.

Figure 7.6 — Volume-weighted DTFE velocity residual maps computed between the three samples for the same
C4 catalog along the z−supergalactic plane. The top labels indicated the DTFE velocity samples used to compute
the residual velocities. In all maps velocities have been normalized by the same scale factor.

In the case of N−body– FAM and Mock – FAM residual fields two factors affect the interpolation
procedure, both affecting in particular the high-density regions. The first one is the intrinsic error of the
diluted parent mock sample as mentioned above. The second one is the inability of FAM in modeling
virial motions correctly. These two factors enhance the velocity errors mainly at dense regions. This
can be noticed along the LS filament where residuals are larger than in the N−body– Mock case. The
emergence of coherence patterns can be seen at the upper and bottom right sides of the plot. This is an
intrinsic error in the FAM modeling because of the presence of two clusters located at the edge of the
sample (see Chapter 4, Figure 4.8).

7.5 The “thermal” state of the Local cosmic neighborhood

The “temperature” or “thermal” state of the LS volume are not strictly related to the typical dynamical
definition of the temperature of a system since not all structures within the LS volume are virialized.
Here we use these terms to characterize the velocity dispersion within a region as a consequence of the
small-scale cosmic velocity perturbations.

In order to define the “temperature” of the LS region, we assess the velocity dispersion in spheres
of 5 h−1Mpc radius. This smoothing length has been chosen to minimize virial motions at the cores
of galaxy clusters. Most virialized groups are small compared to the 5 h−1Mpc radius, and effectively
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these groups are replaced by their respective center-of-mass velocities. The spheres were drawn ran-
domly in the volume, for a total of 1000 spheres for each sample. For each sphere we extracted all
circled particles or grid values for the analysis corresponding to a top-hat window of size R= 5 h−1Mpc.
While the velocity dispersion computed at the particle distribution will lead to a mass-weighted esti-
mate, the latter will yield to a volume-weighted estimate of the same quantity. If Ni(R) is the number
of particles or grid-cells inside the sphere of radius R centered at x = xi, the center-of-mass (c.o.m)
velocity V(xi,R) and the residual velocity dispersion σ(xi;R) are computed as follows:

V(xi;R) =
1

Ni(R)

∑

|x j |<R

v(xi+x j) , (7.5)

σ2(xi;R) =
1

Ni(R)

∑

|x j |<R

[v(xi+x j)−V(xi;R)]2 , (7.6)

M(xi;R) =
| V(xi;R) |√
σ2(xi;R)

. (7.7)

Notice that the bulk flow computed with this procedure (Eqn. 7.5) is a “bulk flow” on another
scale than e.g. the ones discussed in Chapters 2, 4 and 5. In all analyses we will only consider the
unsmoothed velocities of each sample set. The application of applying any smoothing algorithm with a
kernel of size R will mainly affect the velocity dispersion on scales smaller than R, and will increasing
the values of M. In the following we will present images of the bulk flow, velocity dispersion and
Mach estimates for one particular catalog for its three representations (N−body, Mock and FAM). The
situation is very similar for all other catalogs. For a complete overview of all catalogs we refer to
Appendix 7.B.

7.5.1 The bulk flow

We have computed the local volume-weighted bulk flow according to Eqn. 7.5 for all catalogs from the
three different sets (LSNbody, LSMock and LSFAM). Because the bulk flow is a linear large-scale feature
which characterizes the average matter displacement within the surveyed volume, its spatial distribu-
tion should reflect a dipolar pattern. Since this quantity is the first order moment of the velocity field,
it should be the same for all sets. Figure 7.7 shows the volume-weighted bulk flow maps for the same
C4 catalog for the three different velocity field samples: the left-panel represents the LSNbody (full)
sample, the middle one the LSMock (observed), and the right one for the LSFAM (modeled) field. The
plots show 2D cuts along the x− y supergalactic plane. The contours represent equal bulk flow ve-
locity regions for the three maps. We have divided the three maps in regions with bulk flows above
(continuous lines) and below (dashed lines) the LG bulk flow amplitude of 600 km s−1. In all maps,
the LGE, indicated by the central diamond, is clearly dominated by a bulk flow of ≈ 600 km s−1. The
differences between the N−body and Mock bulk flows are only due to sampling effects since in these
two samples the object velocities are the same. The FAM modeled bulk flows are in general in good
agreement with the expected Mock ones.

The three maps are very similar to each other and they clearly show a dipolar motion along the
whole projection. The bulk flow amplitude grows continuously along the negative x-direction, with
the largest bulk flow motions (∼ 1000 km s−1, see Fig. 7.8) along the top-left side of the panels, near
the GA region. This is a clear indication that the structures located around this region are the main
contributors for this bulk flow motion. The shape of the large bulk flow regions indicate that this
GA region gravitationally dominates the LS volume. The region opposite to the GA has a “lower”
measured bulk flow as a result of the influence of the PP superclusters. At this region the gravitational
interactions between the GA and PP even each other out, resulting in small net flows.

The good concordance between the different bulk flow maps is confirmed by their correspond-
ing distribution functions [DF] and cumulative distribution functions [CDF] displayed in Figure 7.8,
top and bottom left-most panels respectively. These distributions were constructed by placing 1000
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Figure 7.7 — Volume-weighted local bulk flow maps for the C4 catalog of the 3 sets. The thick contour line
indicates the average bulk velocity of 600 km s−1. The contours represent equal bulk flow values for the three
samples. Notice how the LGE is immerse in the overall motion toward the GA region.

Figure 7.8 — Volume-weighted distributions for the bulk flow, velocity dispersion and M number for the 3
representations of the C4 catalog. The calculations have been performed at completely random locations within
the LS volume, independently of the particle distribution.

spheres at the same locations in the three different representations of the C4 catalog. In both panels
the continuous line represent the full LSNbody sample, the dotted line the LSMock observed one and
the gray-dashed line the LSFAM modeled sample. The three bulk flow DFs are very similar to each
other. The only slightly difference is at the mode of the DFs. While the N−body and Mock DFs are
almost identical, the FAM one indicates that it has relative less regions of low bulk flow, and more high
value regions. The spikes presented in the FAM bulk flow distribution at the range of 400−700 km s−1

correspond to contributions from high density regions where FAM fails in reproducing the right veloc-
ities. The general agreement between the three distributions is more apparent from their CDFs. These
do not show basic differences between the three samples. The CDFs show that most of the LS volume
comprises bulk flows between 400 and 800 km s−1. The average bulk flow within the LS region is
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535±47 km s−1 for the three sets (see Table 7.3, column 4), this is based on the four catalogs of each
set.

In order to better understand these distribution functions we have analyzed how the bulk flow
is distributed as a function of density. The top row of Figure 7.9 shows point-to-point comparisons
between the density contrast and bulk flows for the three different representations of the C4 catalog,
LSNbody (left), LSMock (middle) and LSFAM (right). These point-to-point distributions are presented in
terms of scatter diagram point density contours.

It is clear that there is not a significant correlation between bulk flow and density quantities. Low
density regions (δρ < 0) are located throughout the whole velocity range. This is because deep under-
dense regions expand with a constant (positive) velocity divergence. This implies that objects located
within these regions are accelerated at high speeds toward the edge of the voids. From the bulk flow
maps we can infer that objects located near the GA region experience the largest gravitational attrac-
tion and therefore have the largest measured bulk flows. Also at density contrast between [0,3] the
same bulk flow range is found. This indicates that even at these densities the large scale velocities are
influenced by the large scale structure, e.g., the GA in the case of the LS volume. At very high density
regions (δρ > 3), there are some isolated point clouds which are separated from the mainstay of the
point distribution. These highly non-linear regions have decoupled from the large scale influence, and
their internal motions have become more important, i.e., eventually dominated by virial motions. This
behavior is most pronounced in the LSNbody sample. In the other two samples it is slightly weaker
because they are diluted samples. In comparison to the Mock distribution, we observe that FAM has a
more “continuous” distribution. This is particularly true for the high-density regions (δρ > 2) as a result
of the intrinsic FAM problems at these regions. This explains the broader FAM bulk flow distribution
at [400,700] km s−1 range. The virialized cloudy regions can also be recognized in this sample, but
they spread over a wider range of bulk flows. Nevertheless, the FAM bulk-density point distribution
resembles its parent distribution.

7.5.2 The velocity dispersion

In terms of revealing most clearly the very local characteristics of the peculiar velocity field, the
volume-weighted velocity dispersion (σv) is the most interesting quantity from theM statistics. The
velocity dispersion is defined as the local velocity deviations from the local measured bulk flow
(Eqn. 7.6). Within the gravitational instability paradigm migration flows of matter are the result of
the primeval tiny perturbations in the density field. These flows are enhanced as the result of the grav-
itational collapse of the mass distribution in certain regions. Therefore, these velocity deviations are
potential tracers of the local gravitational potential. With this, it is expected to measure high veloc-
ity dispersions at high-density regions, while small velocity dispersions at low-density regions whose
kinematics could be dominated by the large scale structure.

Figure 7.10 shows the σv maps for the same C4 catalog along the z−supergalactic plane as in
Fig. 7.7. In all panels contour lines represent exactly the same σv values. The bold contour represents
a “reference” velocity dispersion of σv = 140 km s−1. Regions with values above this σv are indicated
by solid contours, those with smaller values by dashed contours. Although our criterion to divide
high velocity dispersions from the low ones is rather arbitrary, we have chosen this value since it
is very close to the mean velocity dispersion for the three sets (see Table 7.4 column 4). This is
also the velocity dispersion around the LS filamentary structure. In this way, the LS is clearly well
defined by “higher” velocity dispersion contours in the three samples. Note that the LSMock map is
not severely affected by the sampling procedure. This map delineates the same high and low velocity
dispersion values than the LSNbody map and therfore, it is a good representation of the “real” velocity
dispersion map. The LSFAM modeled sample presents the same overall characteristics than the “real”
and “observed” maps. However, the FAM sample contains higher velocity dispersions along the LS-
filament than the other two samples as a result of the FAM failure at these regions (see Section 7.4.2).

Low-density regions can be clearly recognized through their low velocity dispersions. The lowest
measured σv value for the three samples coincides with the center of the Local void ([SGX,SGY] u
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Figure 7.9 — Contour plots of the point-to-point distributions between the density contrast vs the bulk flow
(upper row), velocity dispersion (middle row) and Mach number (bottom row) for the same catalog of the 3
sample sets (N−body, Mock and FAM). Contours represent equal density points in each panel.

[-10,-5]). The quietness of these regions can be interpreted as the result of their dynamics. Voids
evolve as expanding super Hubble-bubbles (Icke 1984) with an almost constant velocity divergence.
Therefore there are no velocity perturbations within these regions. However, these “low” velocity
dispersion regions are larger in volume than the underdense regions. This is because the mildly non-
linear regions, which still have laminar flows, are also dominated by the large scale motions. A point
to notice in the three maps is that independently of the “mean” σv value chosen, the LGE is located in
a region with a very low velocity dispersion of σv ≈ 60 km s−1.

We have also investigated how the velocity dispersion and the density field are related. Nagamine
et al. (2001) pointed out that the velocity dispersion is an increasing function of overdensity (see also
Kepner et al. 1997; Strauss et al. 1998). Willick & Strauss (1998) studied the small scale velocity
dispersion from data finding a linear density dependence of this velocity dispersion. The middle row
of Figure 7.9 shows the velocity dispersion as a function of density for the C4 catalog. There is a clear
correlation between these two quantities as revealed by the three different samples. At the underdense
regions there is a wide range of velocity dispersions, although the density of points decreases at higher
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Figure 7.10 — Volume-weighted velocity dispersion maps for the same C4 catalog and projection than in
Fig. 7.7 for its three different representations. Contour lines represent the same σv values for the three samples.
The thick contour line represents the “average” velocity dispersion of 140 km s−1 within the surveyed volume.

σv. These high contributions are coming from those low-density regions surrounding the high-density
ones where the velocity dispersion increases as a result of the top-hat window size. This could partly
include virialized regions hence. In the case of FAM this effect is magnified as a result of its inherent
problems. At high density regions, the velocity dispersion increases almost linearly with density.
The highest density regions in the N−body sample are separate from the rest of the point distribution
indicating the virialized nature of such structures. These virialized regions are also clearly identified
at the bulk flow panels as those isolated clouds of points from the general distributions.

The similarities and differences between the three different sets are also reflected in their DFs and
CDFs presented in Figure 7.8. These distributions were computed from the same 1000 random spheres
used to compute the bulk flow distributions (contiguous left panels). The distributions show indeed a
very good agreement between the LSNbody and LSMock sets. The LSFAM distribution differs from the
other two DFs in one main aspect. The tail of the FAM modeled σv distribution extends more than
200 km s−1 away than the “real” and “observed” ones. Furthermore, FAM not only predicts regions
with larger dispersions, but also less number of σv values above 200 km s−1. At low σvs the FAM
distribution follows the DF and CDF expected behaviors.

From the CDFs we can notice that most of the LS volume presents velocity dispersions within
the range of [70,250] km s−1. This is a rather “low” range. This may imply that the LS volume is
in general not very dense, or that there are not many large matter concentrations that could perturb
the velocity field. The mean velocity dispersion value is in the order of ≈ 145 km s−1 (see Table 7.4,
column 4).

7.5.3 The Mach number

We have computed the volume-weighted cosmic Mach number M according to Eqn. 7.7. In this
way, eachM estimate corresponds to a real local value and not to an average value as given by other
M definitions (see Nagamine et al. 2001). Since theM number is the ratio between the local bulk flow
and velocity dispersion, for a given bulk flow a low σv will imply a highM value, while a high σv

a lowM. Regions with low velocity dispersions such as the local void, the LGE and the mildly high
density regions will have high M values, while the filamentary structure concerns a “high” velocity
dispersion with a lowM number.

Figure 7.11 shows the correspondingM maps for the C4 catalog. The contour maps are plotted
along the z−supergalactic plane. The contour lines represent the sameM values for the three samples.
The thick bold line represents the “average” M contour, which we have computed by dividing the
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Figure 7.11 — Volume-weighted cosmic Mach maps for the same three representations of the C4 catalog. The
projection corresponds to that of Fig. 7.7. The contour lines represent the same M values for the three panels.
The thick contour line represents the “average” value ofM= 4.5

average bulk flow in Fig. 7.7 and the average velocity dispersion of Fig. 7.10. As expected, the LS
filament may be identified with the lowM number that crosses the map from the −x to +x region. The
M number decreases inward the central regions of the LS. This may hint a density dependence. The
local void, the LGE and mildly density regions are enclosed by high M estimates. The three maps
present the same general characteristics: a well delimited LS region, the two cold spots at the top of
the maps and the large cold area around the local void. The FAM map presents a smaller cold region
(continuous contours) as a result of its larger measured velocity dispersions. Comparing these maps
with the those for the velocity dispersions, we see that the former are the negative of the latter ones.

This might imply that the M number could also depend on the local density. In the bottom row
of Fig. 7.9 we evaluate whether there is a possible relation between these two quantities. One can
recognize that at the underdense regions (0< δ), theM estimates spread over the whole range of values,
from 15 down to almost 0. This is a consequence of the same large spread observed in the bulk flow
(top row). One of the coldest regions is located just at the border of the map (S GX,S GY) ≈ (−26,0),
a low density region close to the GA. The kinematics of this region is completely dominated by this
structure as revealed by the corresponding bulk flow maps. At higher overdensities (δ > 0),M drops
drastically and presents a tighter point distribution. Still, there is not a clear correlation betweenM and
the bulk flow. The virialized regions correspond to those separated clouds atM> 2 in the N−body case.
In the Mock-observed and FAM samples this is not clear. Despite the differences between the FAM
bulk flow and velocity dispersion with respected to the full and observed samples, itsM density point
distribution resembles the Mock-observed one.

The Mach distribution functions and cumulative ones from the 1000 random spheres are presented
in Figure 7.8 (top and bottom right-most panels). The measured Mock-observed Ms show a good
concordance with the N−body Mach distribution. The FAM distribution reproduces in general the
same behavior as the full and observed samples. The CDFs indicate that FAM predicts slightly more
“colder” regions and less “hot” regions as a result of the higher measured σvs. The strong similarities
between these catalogs are strengthened by the averageM numbers from the three catalog sets,M =
4.6±0.6 (see Table 7.5, column 4).

These results reveal the dominant role of the large scale structure over the LS region. The relative
high volume-weightedM number indicates that the galaxy distribution within a volume of 30 h−1Mpc
radius is mainly dominated by a large coherent bulk flow, partly induced by the GA region. However,
the quadrupole mass distribution around the LS composed by the GA and PP is also responsible for
such velocity quietness within this region, as indicated by the bulk flow and velocity dispersion maps.
Under these circumstances is therefore not surprising that the LGE is rather cold. The LS represents a
peak in the σv−maps or a valley in theM-maps as a result of its dynamical state prone to virialization.
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V ( km s−1)
Sample M-W M-W (DTFE) V-W (DTFE)

N−body 551±51 549±53 535±46

Mock 557±54 552±59 533±47

FAM 536±66 555±70 535±47

Table 7.3 — Average local bulk flows (V) for the LSNbody, LSMockand LSFAMfrom the four catalogs of each
sample. The quantities were computed in three different ways: mass-weighted at the particle position (M-W),
volume-weighted at the same particle positions (M-W DTFE), and volume-weighted at random positions (V-W
DTFE).

σv ( km s−1)
Sample M-W M-W (DTFE) V-W (DTFE)

N−body 619±67 278 ±26 139± 14

Mock 609±49 276±16 142± 12

FAM 635±32 400±35 156± 20

Table 7.4 — Average local velocity dispersions (σv) computed for the same set of samples as in table 7.3.
Quantities were computed in the same ways.

M
Sample M-W M-W (DTFE) V-W (DTFE)

N−body 1.6±0.2 2.6±0.3 4.6±0.5

Mock 1.7±0.2 2.6±0.4 4.5±0.6

FAM 1.6±0.2 2.2±0.3 4.6±0.5

Table 7.5 — Average local cosmic Mach numbers (M) computed for the same samples and methods as in
tables 7.3 and 7.4.

7.6 The Mach statistics at the discrete particle positions

The volume-weighted analysis gives a fair estimate of the Mach statistics at any spatial position with-
out depending of the galaxy distribution. However, the observational estimates only correspond to
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measurements at the discrete galaxy positions. The resulting Mach estimates are then biased toward
high-density regions as most observations.

In this section we investigate the effect of performing the Mach statistics only at the discrete object
positions. For this we will consider two approaches. The first one is by using only the information
given by the object distribution, a mass-weighted statistics. The second one will be by using the
volume-weighted estimates of Section 7.5, but performed only at the particle positions.

As before, we have drawn 1000 spheres of 5 h−1Mpc radius for each catalog from the 3 sample sets.
The spheres have been centered at a particle position, and only those spheres containing more than 2
elements were included for the analysis. This was done in order to avoid zero velocity dispersions, and
therefore undefinedM estimates. The same sample of spheres was used for the N−body sample.

7.6.1 The particle distribution case: mass-weighted

We have computed theM statistics from the discrete particle positions of the 3 sample sets, LSNbody,
LSMock and LSFAM . The plots in this section refer to the C4 catalog. We only present the maps for
the N−body catalog because our intention is to illustrate how these maps change when using mass-
weighted quantities in comparison with the volume-weighted maps.

Figure 7.12 — Bulk flow, velocity dispersion andMmass-weighted maps for the C4 N−body catalog along the
z−supergalactic plane.

Computing the M-statistics at the particle distribution will sample mostly high-density regions,
while the low density ones will be avoided. We have illustrated this in Figure 7.12. It concerns the
contour maps for the C4 N−body catalog for the bulk flow (left panel), velocity dispersion (middle)
and Mach number (right panel). The thick “mean” contours in the three panels represent the same
average contours of the volume-weighted maps, i.e., V = 600 km s−1,σv = 140 km s−1 and M= 4.
The three maps clarify the problems of mass-weighted quantities in the large region devoid of data
which corresponds to the Local void ([S Gx,S GY] = [−10,−10]), and where no information has been
extracted. Unlike the volume-weighted case, the LS region does not show a dominant bulk flow. In
general there are less regions with bulk flows above the 600 km s−1 level. The peak at V ≈ 1000 km s−1

corresponds to the region where the LS connects with the GA ([S GX,S GY] = [−20,20]) and coincides
with its volume-weighted counterpart. The velocity dispersion map looks more similar to the volume-
weighted one at high-density regions. This is because these are the best mapped regions for the mass-
weighted case. Measurements indicate larger σvs than the volume-weighted ones (see also Fig. 7.1).
As in the continuous case, the LS filament contains the largest measured σv. By contrast, no velocity
dispersion measurements have been carried out at low-density regions because of the lack of objects
to perform this measurement. As a consequence of the discreteness in both quantities (V and σv) the
M-map is severely affected. Although the LS is presented as a “cold” region, it is less colder than in
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its volume-weighted counterpart. From these maps one could conclude that the LS volume is “warm”,
much more than in the volume-weighted case.

Figure 7.13 — Bulk flow, velocity dispersions andM distributions for the 3 set of catalogs (top panels). The
respective cumulative distribution functions are shown in the lower panels for each quantity.

The discrete behavior of the maps can be noticed in the corresponding DFs and CDFs in Fig-
ure 7.13. The left column shows the local bulk flows, the central column the velocity dispersions
and the right column the Mach numbers. The N−body, Mock and FAM local bulk flow distributions
resemble each other. This is because this quantity is a large scale characteristics of the field. The
spike at V ∼ 1000 km s−1 corresponds to the region near the GA which is highly overdense and whose
kinematics is dominated by the GA. The average measured bulk flows for the three set of samples
(V ≈ 550± 60 km s−1) are consistent with each other and with the volume-weighted case, be it that
they are ∼ 20 km s−1 larger.

The velocity dispersion panels reveal the effects of using a discrete sample. At low σvs the three
distributions are very similar since these correspond to low density regions. At larger σv differences
are clearly noticeable. The FAM dispersions at these high-density regions are not related anymore to
the real ones as shown by their CDFs. The discrete jumps at high σvs correspond to the very local
virialized regions, the galaxy clusters. These σv distributions are broader than in the volume-weighted
case because particle velocities are more affected by two body relaxation processes. The distributions
expand over a large range of velocities and with measurements of 400 km s−1 larger than in the volume-
weighted case. The corresponding average σv for the four catalogs (σv ≈ 620± 50 km s−1) differs
substantially from the volume-weighted ones (see Table 7.4, second column).

The large σv values shift the Mach DFs toward lower values which peak atM∼ 0.8. This clearly
indicates that such distributions are dominated by the sampling at high-density regions. The long tails
of the DFs toward high Mach values (> 4) are the result of small velocity dispersions measured in void
regions, introducing noisy estimates of the Mach number.

We can conclude that when using mass-weighted quantities the nearby cosmic region is in general
much “warmer” than in the volume-weighted case, as indicated by the average M estimates of ∼
1.6±0.2 (see Table 7.5, second column).
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7.6.2 The particle distribution case: the DTFE

We have performed the sameM statistics as in Sec. 7.6.1 but using the volume-weighted fields. Our
intention is to compare in a fairer way the mass-weighted estimates from the discrete particle positions
with respect to the volume-weighted quantities at exactly the same locations. For this, each sphere was
located at the same position as in the mass-weighted case. This will bias measurements toward the
high density regions. Therefore, the Mach DFs and CDFs will be shifted toward lower values than in
the volume-weighted case.

Figure 7.14 — Volume-weighted distributions for the local bulk flow, velocity dispersion andM for the 3 set of
catalogs, computed at the particle positions as in Fig. 7.13.

Figure 7.14 shows the distribution and cumulative distribution functions for the bulk flow, velocity
dispersion and Mach number for the three representations of the C4 catalog.

The bulk flow distributions are very similar to each other, and also to the mass-weighted distribu-
tions. The small peak at V = 1000 km s−1 coincides with its mass-weighted counterpart, an indication
of the GA effects around its surrounding areas. The average bulk flows are consistent with the other
methods, (see Table 7.3, third column). The velocity dispersion DFs are more compact than in the
mass-weighted case as a result of mitigating shot-noise and two-body relaxation effects.

The average σvs are much smaller than the mass-weighted, but still somewhat larger than the
volume-weighted random measurements (Table 7.4). This is a result of performing biased measure-
ments toward high density regions. The large departure in the corresponding FAM CDF indicates that
its dispersion is not related at all with the real velocity dispersion.

The fact that the Mach distributions are very similar to each other, despite the σv differences,
denotes that the surveyed volume is mainly dominated by the bulk flow. This volume-weighted sam-
pling at high-density regions indicates that the LS volume is not so “warm” as indicated by the mass-
weighted estimates but “cold” (Table 7.5), where the 〈M〉 = 2.6±0.4 for the full and observed cases,
while = 2.2±3 for the FAM case.

7.6.3 M mass-weighted vsM volume-weighted: a point-to-point comparison

We have performed a point-to-point comparison between the mass and volume weighted methods. We
have only used estimates at the same particle positions.
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Figure 7.15 — Point-to-point comparisons of the mass-weighted vs the DTFE volume-weighted quantities for
the 3 representations of the C4 catalog.

Figure 7.15 shows the point-to-point comparisons between the mass-weighted and volume-
weighted estimates for the three representations of the C4 catalog. The solid lines delineate the
one-to-one relations. Because the bulk flow is a characteristic measurement of the large scale mat-
ter distribution, it should not be severely affected by sparse sampling effects, and it should not depend
on the very local density contrast of the region under study. This is indeed showed in the top row
panels.

The mass-weighted estimates give consistently higher values for the velocity dispersions than the
volume-weighted ones. The reason is twofold. The first one concerns sampling covering effects.
While the volume-weighted velocity represents a continuous field, it is not for the discrete case. Thus,
when the calculation is performed near mildly and non-linear density regions, the DTFE velocities
vary more smoothly than in the discrete case. This is also the reason for the horizontal lines of points
at high σv. While the mass-weighted dispersions are the same within the galaxy clusters, they are
not in the volume-weighted case where they vary smoothly. This also explains why at low density
regions the mass-weighted velocity dispersions are smaller than the volume-weighted ones. In the
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former, only 2-3 enclosed particles could characterize σv, while in the latter this is not the case. Each
enclosed region will always contain the same amount of grid-cells with smoothly vary velocities to
characterize the velocity dispersion. The second effect concerns to the size of the tophat kernel used
in the procedure (5 h−1Mpc). This radius is large enough to enclose high density peaks together with
lower density regions, introducing an extra noise and bias in the mass-weighted case, increasing the
respective estimates.

As a consequence of the differences in σv between the two methods, the volume-weighted esti-
mates predict in general much “colder” regions than in the mass-weighted case for the full, observed
and modeled samples. However, the “coldest” regions are much colder in the mass-weighted case than
in the volume-weighted one as deduced from their σv behaviors.

7.7 Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented a study of the kinematics of the large-scale vs small-scale structure for the Local
Supercluster region within a volume of 30 h−1Mpc from the Local Group. For this we have computed
the cosmic Mach number. This is defined as the ratio between the bulk flow within a volume to the
velocity dispersion within that volume. The bulk flow is a measurement of the large scale perturbations,
while the velocity dispersion is a measurement of the small scale components of the power spectrum.

We have used a set of four velocity fields extracted from N−body simulations aimed to reproduce
the nearby mass distribution of large-scale structures (& 5 h−1Mpc). These simulations also mimic
their main dynamic characteristics. We have addressed how sparse sampling could affect the Mach
statistics by constructing Mock “observed” catalogs according to the NBG catalog of Tully (1988).
We have also considered the effect of dealing with modeled velocity fields, such as those from the
FAM modeling.

We have used volume-weighted quantities to compute the Mach statistics since these are closer to
the analytical predictions and suffer less from systematic effects: two-body relaxation and sampling
problems. This has been achieved by applying the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator [DTFE] for
peculiar velocities. We have applied this method to discrete N−body, Mock and FAM sets to render
full spatial-covering and volume-weighted velocity fields. By studying the velocity dispersion we have
found that such DTFE fields are not affected severely by grid-resolution effects. A direct implication of
using Mock samples in the DTFE velocity fields is that the interpolated fields would differ more at high
density regions than at low density regions. Due to the DTFE characteristics the velocity dispersion at
high-density regions are smaller as for any discrete velocity field.

The Mach statistics was performed over spheres of 5 h−1Mpc radius in the LS volume. An unbiased
volume-weighted analysis by placing randomly spheres within the volume, showed that our results
were not bias toward the sampled regions. Also, they represented a fair estimate of the coldness of
warmness of the LS volume. We found that the LS volume is dominated by an average coherent bulk
flow of 530±47 km s−1 for the three sample sets, illustrated by the bulk flow maps for a given catalog.
Furthermore, this is not dependent of the local measured density. The bulk flow increases in amplitude
toward the GA region and decreases toward its opposite direction, the PP region. This implies that the
GA is an important source for such coherent motion, but also the other major structures around the
surveyed volume such as the PP supercluster.

The velocity dispersion proved to be the most interesting quantity of this statistics. In average
we measured a σv = 140± 16 km s−1 for the three sample sets. However, the FAM dispersion were
consistently higher than in the other two cases as result of its attached problems. We found that σv

strongly depends on the local overdensity, indicating that the density field is the amplifier and source
for such velocity dispersions. The highest measured velocity dispersions correspond to the highest
density regions. The fact that the average σv is so low for the LS volume is an indication that this
volume is filled out by large underdense regions. Indeed, on average within the LS volume the 77% of
the density field corresponds to underdense regions, while the other 23% to high-density regions. This
is reflected in theM number. We measured aM = 4.6± 0.6 for the three sets. This implies that the
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LS volume is a rather “cold” region dominated by the influence of the large scale structure. Due to the
large bulk flow influence, theM number is a weakly decreasing function of overdensity.

A direct comparison of our results with those reported in the literature is not feasible since the
earlier measurements were mass-weighted and heavily weighted by the densest regions. Therefore, we
performed theM-statistics by placing spheres only at the particle positions for the discrete and DTFE
continuous velocity fields. The bulk flow estimates did not represent any considerable variation with
respect to the volume-weighted measurements. Both techniques gave a V ≈ 550 km s−1.

The velocity dispersion revealed very significant differences between the two techniques. The
measured mass-weighted velocity dispersion indicated a σv = 620± 50 km s−1 for the three samples.
This clearly indicates that the sampling is biased toward high-density regions. At these regions, σv

is dominated by virialization and two-body relaxation processes. By contrast, the volume-weighted
measurements at the same particle locations gave a lower value of σv = 278±26 km s−1 for the full and
observed fields, but a value of 400±35 km s−1 for FAM. This is an indication of the FAM failure for
modeling motions at high-density regions. A direct comparison between mass-weighted and volume-
weighted velocity dispersions indicated that the largest differences are at high-density regions. The
discrete DTFE expected measured σvs are in good agreement with those reported by Tonry et al.
(2000) from the surface brightness fluctuation (SBF) survey (σv = 312±24 km s−1), and also with the
results from (van de Weygaert & Hoffman 1999, σv ≈ 280 km s−1).

The correspondingM values are different for both techniques. The mass-weighted measurements
give a M = 1.6± 0.2, while the volume-weighted M = 2.6± 0.5. These results could bring a strong
discrepancy because while the mass-weightedM-statistics could indicate an open universe (denoted
by the high velocity dispersion), the corresponding volume-weighted measurements indicate a low-
density universe. However, these measurements correspond to the same low-density universe. Hence,
the mass-weighted one is a mere reflex that the statistics has been heavily weighted by the densest
regions. The volume-weighted result at the particle position is consistent with van de Weygaert &
Hoffman (1999), and in principle also with the mean value reported by Nagamine et al. (2001) (also
the mass-weighted one). Because the local cosmic region is in general a low density one, dominated
by a large coherent bulk flow, it is then expected to be “cold”.

We have shown that the effects of incomplete sampling (Mock catalogs) are not important in the
M-statistics provided one deals with the 3D velocity field. However, this statistics is affected when
one has to infer the peculiar velocity field by any method, specially for the velocity dispersion where
one obtains higher values. Although, the use of volume-weighted quantities circumvent this problem.

The fact that the FAM sample has been corrected for unaccounted large scale influences and tidal
effects and that it manages to recover the M-numbers, implies that these two unaccounted external
effects should be taken into account for this kind of studies. The analysis from Nagamine et al. (2001)
about the cosmic Mach number lacks from tidal information. Although they did correct for the miss-
ing very large scale contributions, they did not take into account the more nearby-local contributions
like the shear velocity. This tidal velocity component could affect mainly the velocity dispersion of
galaxies, mainly in the case of the LGE, giving therefore, different values of the Mach number.

We conclude that the Mach statistics is not a good unbias “temperature” estimator. It strongly
depends of how one proposes the analysis, volume-weighted or mass-weighted. A very general anal-
ysis independent of the particle positions indicates that the LS volume is rather “cold”. By contrast, a
volume-weighted biased analysis toward the well sampled regions indicate that the LS is “cold”. How-
ever, this gets “warmer” when the analysis is performed in a mass-weighted fashion. Nevertheless, all
employed methods agree on the fact that the LS is fully dominated by a coherent bulk flow mainly
exerted by the GA region.

7.A Volume & Mass weighted quantities

When one wishes to obtain reliable estimates of statistical parameters from a given observed or
computer-simulated field, one faces the complication of dealing with discrete, non-uniform fields.
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A major issue concerns the fact that analytical/theoretical predictions concern quantities evaluated
uniformly throughout a cosmic volume, while observed or simulated results are biased toward the
measured particle (matter) distribution.

The usual strategy to deal with such discrete data sets is to smooth them with a filter to yield a
continuous field. In the case of the peculiar velocity field several authors (e.g. Bertschinger et al. 1990;
Juszkiewicz et al. 1995; Lokas et al. 1995) filtered galaxy velocities with a Gaussian kernel of a fixed
length for reducing problems of noisy data, sparsely sampled underdense regions and to obtain the
velocity field on a regular grid.

Often, without explicitly stating so, most smoothing procedures are implicitly mass-weighted. For-
mally, a mass-weighted field is defined as:

vmass(x0) ≡

∫
dxv(x)ρ(x)WM(x,x0)
∫

dxρ(x)WM(x,x0)
, (A7-1)

where WM(x,x0) is the used filter function . Effectively WM determines the weight of a mass element.
Usually the filter function is not dependent on the location x0, but on the distance x−x0. The aim
of this procedure is to interpolate the velocity field values at random sampling locations to those at a
regular grid, weighing the contribution by each sampling point by the filter function value. When the
density field has been sampled discretely its effective density field is given by

ρ(x) =
∑

i

δD (x−xi) , (A7-2)

where δD(x−xi) is the Dirac delta function. The resulting mass-weighted filtered field thus becomes

vmass(x0) =

∑

i

wiv(xi)

∑

i

wi

, (A7-3)

where wi ≡WM(xi,x0). Because analytical results involving two fluctuation fields, ρ(x) and f (x), are
more cumbersome to evaluate, most theoretical work relates to the simpler volume−weighted filtered
quantities. In this way, the volume-weighted velocity field ṽ is given by

ṽ(x0) ≡

∫
dxv(x)WV (x,x0)
∫

dxWV (x,x0)
, (A7-4)

where WV (x,x0) is the applied weight function. Hence, for a successful comparison of the analytical
results with the observed ones, and for a full space determination of the desired quantities, it is of
crucial importance to have a reliable estimator of volume-average quantities. The problem turns now
to produce a realistic and very accurate interpolation from a sparsely sampled velocity field to the
whole sampling volume (regular grid) without loosing information at any scale.

Bernardeau & van de Weygaert (1996) proposed the use of Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations as
natural filters and interpolation volumes in multi-D space. They explicitly showed that the zero-order
Voronoi estimator is the asymptotic limit for volume-weighted field reconstructions from discreetly
sampled field values. They extended this to the first order Delaunay estimator showing its the superior
performance in reproducing analytical predictions. In Chapter 6 an interpolation method for peculiar
velocities was described. This is based on the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator (Schaap 2005;
Schaap & van de Weygaert 2000). This method has the purpose of rendering a fully volume-covering
reconstruction of a peculiar velocity field from a set of discrete data velocity points. The method
suppresses various discreteness effects such as shot-noise. Combining the volume-average prescription
from Bernardeau & van de Weygaert with our velocity interpolation method, it is possible to compute
volume-weighted quantities for all space under consideration.
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7.B The catalog sample

We present in this appendix the four catalog realizations for one set, the Mock-observed sam-
ple. For reasons of simplicity, we only present one 2D-section through the 3D catalogs along the
z−supergalactic axis for all catalogs and for all maps. Each catalog is indicated by the upper left label:
C1,2,3,4. We present maps for the density contrast, δ (Figure 7.16), the bulk flow V (Figure 7.17),
the velocity dispersion σv (Figure 7.18) and the Mach numberM (Figure 7.19). For each set of plots
the contours represent the same values for the four catalogs. The bold lines represent the respective
average quantity, regions above this value are represented by continuous contours, while those below
that value by broken lines. All quantities have been computed by top-hat filtering of 5 h−1Mpc radius.
As can be noticed, all maps for each quantity share the same large scale characteristics. The main
structures such as the LS and Local void are clearly visible in Figs. 7.16, 7.18 and 7.19. In all catalogs
the strong influence of a bulk flow exerted by the GA is clearly noticed (Fig. 7.17). The LS is recog-
nized by its large velocity dispersion and therefore its lowM number, while the Local void by its low
velocity dispersion and largeM number (Figs. 7.18 and 7.19).

The similitudes and differences between the different catalogs can be noticed on the distribution
functions and cumulative distribution functions for the bulk flow, velocity dispersion and Mach number
(Figure 7.20). The C2 and C4 catalogs display somewhat larger bulk flows than the other two catalogs,
but less regions with the same V values. All catalogs have similar σv distributions. The C2 and C4
M distributions indicate that these catalogs are colder than the other two.
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Figure 7.16 —
Volume-weighted
density contrast
maps. The thick
continuous line rep-
resents the δ = 0
contour.

Figure 7.17 —
Volume-weighted
bulk flow maps. The
average contour is
the LGE velocity of
600 km s−1.
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Figure 7.18 —
Volume-weighted
velocity dispersions
maps. The bold line
represents the average
velocity dispersion of
σv = 140 km s−1.

Figure 7.19 —
Volume-weighted
Mach maps. The
average Mnumber
is the ratio between
the LGE velocity and
the average velocity
dispersion, hence = 4
(rounded number).
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Figure 7.20 — Volume-weighted distributions for the bulk flow, velocity dispersion and Mfor the 4
catalogs. The calculations have been performed at completely random locations within the LS volume,
independently of the particle positions.




